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Matter 7 – Allocation HW13

ID ref. 0021
Written statement
1.
I live at 41 Bassetsbury Lane, on the S – bend about 100 m. before the site. Opposite the site are substantial
detached houses (relevant as shown in paragraph 4.1 below). The road is now otherwise fully developed but, crucially,
has remained, so far, a no-through road. The area still feels like a backwater and is still much valued by residents and
walkers.
2.

My comment on the draft Local Plan (“dLP”), in October 2017, was on access. I withdraw this.

3.1
Instead, I now ask if the development may be specifically of houses or flats, which is what I assumed
Wycombe District Council (“WDC”) meant by “homes”, in HM13.
This is necessary because, in February 2018, WDC held an exhibition for the public of “park home units”, i.e. mobile
homes, for the site. This proposal took me completely by surprise, so I do not think that I could reasonably be expected
to have commented initially on such a possibility. I believe HM13 should have referred to “mobile homes”, rather than
to “homes”. WDC's reason is the ground conditions, as in paragraph 5.1 below; and its pre-application advice shows
that it will otherwise grant planning permission for the proposal, on the present wording of HW13.
I appreciate that Mr Kemp's email of 26/5/18, attaching GUIDANCE NOTES (“GN”) and SCHEDULE OF MATTERS
AND ISSUES (“SMI”), may preclude this new material, [although the GN, per se, do not], by:“The submission of further written statements must focus upon the relevant Matters and Questions the Inspector has
identified in accordance with your representations. Unless specifically requested the Inspector will not now accept
further material beyond her intended matters for discussion...”
The Matters and Questions in the SMI are general ones – whether the allocation is soundly based and whether there is
evidence of viability and deliverability. However, if necessary, please accept this as a request to accept his further
material on the ground that it could not reasonably have been delivered until WDC disclosed its proposal that “homes”
should be “mobile homes. If, as I assume, no-one else realised this possibility, either, or therefore objected to it (or, of
course, supported it), this controversial proposal will otherwise escape examination. I submit that that would be a
travesty.
3.2
I consider that this proposal would be wholly unsuitable for the area, for the following reasons, marked “A” to
“K”.
REASON A
Even if the site remained permanently well-run, for older couples (as in my next paragraph), it would
still not “respect the distinctive character for the area”, contrary to page 73 of the dLP and the stress in HW13, itself, on
the importance of the area.
REASON B
However, I also fear that WDC, which owns the site, would relax its position in order to effect a sale
and not impose effective restrictions to ensure that the units did not become rented caravans, either immediately or on
replacement, and an eyesore adjacent to what is lauded as a conservation area.
This fear has now been reduced by WDC having just made a Planning Application, 18/06767/FUL (“PA”) for its
proposal, but with the important addition of an offer to accept an age condition. The remainder of this witness
statement is therefore in two parts:
I.
II.

If the Inspector considers that mobile homes are in principle out of character - “Out of character”;
If the Inspector considers that mobile homes would be suitable - “Not out of character”.

Part I.

Out of character

3.3
My reasoning for that fear was that, because the units would be wood or plastic, on wheels and with limited
life, buyers would not be able to obtain mortgages and would have to pay cash. WDC believes that this would in effect
limit ownership to older people looking to downsize (and therefore free up larger homes for young families). It is
questionable whether this demographic would wish to pay £250k/£350k to live on what looks like a trailer park, in
minimal accomodation, with a limited life. I believe that it is more likely that commercial landlords would buy and rent
out the units (or caravans). WDC claims that covenants could prevent this but I doubt it.
WDC have confirmed that no Housing Association would be permitted to buy any of the units.
Nor would WDC previously commit to impose an age restriction on any planning permission and, even if it did, I doubt

that it would be sufficiently enforced. Planning Law, of course, only permits the use of land for mobile homes
(caravans) and, additionally, local authorities must licence sites under the Caravan Sites and Control of Development
Act 1960. Section 5(1) of that Act provides that conditions on such licences may specify the number and type of
caravans (though not the age of occupiers); but the Act also provides for appeals against conditions and the power to
alter conditions. Neither regime provides certainty that the site would not deteriorate; and I therefore believe that the
only way to protect the area is to prohibit mobile homes on the site, which was never the intention but would be
possible if HW13 continues to refer to “homes”.

Appendix A contains WDC's leaflet and proposed site plan (incidentally, for 40 units whereas HW13 states “5.1.94
The indicative capacity of the site is 30 dwellings.”).
Appendix B is a Google Earth photograph of the nearest existing caravan site, at Rayners Avenue, High Wycombe,
showing the over-developed hotchpotch that that site has become and, frankly, messy, in places, despite strict terms of
occupation (on display) and WDC's extensive powers under the Act. (For comparison, that site now has 64 units and a
similar area, once the area on the left-hand side of the site plan in Appendix A is excluded.)
4.1
REASON C
The only reason for the proposal is that the site is contaminated – we submit that the error in
WDC's approach is that it has allowed what is under the ground to determine what will go on it, rather than what should
go on the land, as a matter of good planning, which should take into account the character of the area. May I repeat,
HW13 itself stresses this and it is reinforced, in this case, by POLICY DM23:”1. “...Developments for other residential
uses...where housing is acceptable...will be required to reflect...the scale...of surrounding dwellings...”.
WDC has said, in pre-application advice: “...you have investigated...the site for standard housing but the contamination
issues together with the depth to which piles would need to be driven mean that such housing would be uneconomic to
provide.”
The units would require cleaning the existing soil and adding a clay top-cap of about 60 cm. (incidentally, preventing
residents from doing much gardening). For comparison, WDC states that beneath are the remains of a Victorian tip, up
to 6 m. deep, and beneath that the ground formation is “poor”. They have been given £500,000 by HMG towards
remediation costs.
WDC have not disclosed the comparative costs of remediating and piling. If capping would be sufficient remediation
for mobile homes, logic would suggest that any alternative development would incur no greater remediation cost.
Wooden-framed bungalows could be bigger than the maximum-permitted size units proposed (and would spread the
weight better than the wheeled units). If piling would be necessary for brick-built single-storey or two-storey houses,
the cost thereof should be weighed against the greater value of the better housing.
Indeed, WDC have disclosed no economic evidence at all, eg market research as to the likelihood of downsizers
swapping family homes for such unpropitious units.
I am sure that WDC would never have considered such a proposal as suitable for the area if the site was not
contaminated; and we submit that ground conditions should not make suitable what would otherwise be unsuitable.
4.2
REASON D
WDC has said that it has to do something with the site, which is not actually true but, if it
were and if remediation costs would make the development uneconomic, the site could more suitably be added to the
adjoining nature reserve. This would save WDC any remediation costs, perhaps to provide accommodation elsewhere,
comparable to 40 units (or 30, as in the following REASON E) accommodating only 80 people if elderly couples.
REASON E
Forty homes are but .003% of WDC's housing target. Furthermore, the dLP, at pages 91, 131 and
408, provides for only 30 homes (60 older people) on the site. Although the relevant housing numbers are – target,
10,925 (page 15) and provision, 10,297 (page 45), there are many estimates in the latter which would need to be
exceeded by only 28 small homes for 30 couples to be accommodated elsewhere . Section 7 of the Planning, Design
And Access Statement submitted by WDC with its Planning Application (“PDAS”) includes the statement that WDC
“...could demonstrate a 6.62years supply at present”.
5.

With specific reference to HW13:

POLICY
REASON F
I submit that it is difficult to see how the proposal could comply with the “requirement” in paragraph
“2.”, as I believe that the proposal and its attendant risk means that it fails to respect the area at all. (Note that, in
contrast, the Heritage Statement with the PA asserts that single-storey units would have a neutral impact on the setting.)

Further:“5.1.98” refers to the conservation area but specifically to “the special historic interest” of some nearby buildings. To
elaborate on the listed buildings “further west”, the High Wycombe Conservation Area Appraisal of March 2011
includes, on page 13:
“8.
Bassetsbury”
Bassetsbury is a small manorial group of historic buildings...including the manor house, watermill and barns. These
form a very fine group...”
“9.
Marsh Green”
Marsh Green is a hamlet lying further east, which retains a rural character and is focussed around a former watermill...
The green was formerly the header pond for the watermill.”
6.

With specific reference to the GUIDANCE NOTES FOR PARTICIPANTS, I submit:

“Positively prepared...sustainable”
REASON G
If the proposal is on the evidence which has not been disclosed the cheapest or only solution to the
contamination problem, it is not a “positive” solution, in the wider sense nor, in the narrower sense mentioned, might it
transpire to be needed to “...meet...requirements”, as in REASON E above. It is not “sustainable” in the sense that
future generations would miss out on one of the better alternatives (the same point as “...the lifetime of the
development...”, in the revised NPPF, below).
“Justified”
REASON H
It may be the “most appropriate” solution to the contamination problem, though not based on any
disclosed “proportionate evidence”; but it is the development which must be justified, not the decontamination solution.
“Effective”
REASON J
I have seen no evidence that the proposal would appeal to a developer (who would need evidence of
appeal to downsizers), with or without restrictions, or, therefore, be viable / “deliverable”.
“Consistent with national policy”
REASON K
The proposal would be an inferior and unattractive development, lacking the quality required by the
revised NPPF. As the Communities Secretary is quoted as having said, recently: “Quantity must never compromise the
quality of what is built and this is reflected in the new rules.”. The relevant part thereof, Section 12, states:“127. Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:
a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short term but over the lifetime of the
development;
b) are visually attractive...
c) are sympathetic to local character and history...”.
7.

To summarise Part I. of this statement, I ask that the Inspector recommend the addition to HW13 of “5.1.100
To respect the special character of the area, the use of the site for mobile homes will not be permitted.”.
Alternatively, if the undisclosed evidence shows that a better quality of development is not possible, I ask that the
Inspector recommend that HW13 be replaced by a statement that the site will be added to the adjoining nature
conservation area.
Part II. Not out of character
8.

My remaining concerns, even if the PA were granted with an age condition, are as follows:

8.1
Over-development – The site plan shows 40 units whereas the dLP, at pages 91, 131 (HW13) and 408,
provides for only 30 as needed to meet the housing target. Thirty units would also, clearly, be less regimented and
could be arranged in a more “park-like” setting; and be more in keeping with the spaciously-proportioned area.
8.2
Design – The PA includes a photograph of an attractive log cabin; but anything garish (eg plastic) would be
much less attractive and “age” sooner.
8.3
Occupation-age condition – There is no guarantee that the eventual development would be as per the current
PA, with such a condition, particularly if, as I anticipate, WDC found it difficult to sell the units to downsizers or
subsequent owners had the same problem.
WDC's offer, in the current PA, is in paragraph 5.23 of the PDAS: “Occupation of the proposed 40

